You can ﬁnd many more products
for milling, grinding and polishing at
www.lukas-erzett.com

www.purple-grain.com

The integrated backing pad made of environmentfriendly
recycled ﬁbre guarantees a high degree of stability and
durability. The innovative structure allows for uniform wear
and tear without overheating, embrittlement or grain
shedding. The deep offset zone allows you to work at a ﬂat
angle. Thanks to its special tool geometry, the „Purple Grain
Single“ can also reach inaccessible areas, thus offering
more possible applications than a conventional tool.

Purple Grain Multi:
The extreme compact grinder
for continuous use

With its unique multilayer design, the powerful „Purple Grain
Multi“ achieves maximum service life. The wear of the three
grinding layers remains under control right up to the end.
This is reﬂected in measurable cost savings compared with
conventional tools. The integrated M14 threaded holder
ensures superfast tool changes without an annoying
clamping nut. With its ﬂat tool geometry, the „Purple Grain
Multi“ achieves very good ﬁnishes, thus avoiding the need
for reworking.
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Your specialist retailer:

LUKAS-ERZETT Vereinigte Schleif- und
Fräswerkzeugfabriken GmbH & Co. KG
Gebrüder-Lukas-Straße 1
51766 Engelskirchen (Germany)
Fon +49 2263 84-0
Fax +49 2263 84-327
le@lukas-erzett.de

A8998030202

Purple Grain Single:
The dynamic compact grinder
for every job

Aggressive. Durable.
Ergonomic.
Maximum removal rate with consistently aggressive grinding
performance and long service life: „Purple Grain Single“ and
„Purple Grain Multi“ – these are the ceramic-grain all-rounders
for your heavy-duty applications. The two new, exceedingly
forceful grinding discs combine the advantages of three
conventional tools:
• the aggressiveness of a ﬁbre disc
• the uniform wear of a rough-grinding disc
• the durability of a high-quality ﬂapdisc

Self-sharpening ceramic grain ensures consistently
aggressive,cool grinding with low contact pressure at
the same time. The tools remain aggressive in their
grinding capacity, right down to the last grain.

Power packs for your heavy-duty applications

+
Fibre Disc

+
Grinding Disc

Low contact pressure and very
smooth running ensure maximum
working comfort.

=
Flapdisc

deeply dished zone
allows for grinding of
ﬂat surfaces

self-sharpening
ceramic grain

Ideal for
Machining weld seams
Bevelling
Removing large quantities of material
Properties
high stability and durability
integrated backing pad from recycled ﬁbre
uniform wear and tear without overheating,
embrittlement or grain shedding

integrated M14 threaded
holder for ultra-rapid
tool changes

Innovative ceramic grain

Ceramic grain: aggressive right to the very end

integrated backing pad made of
environment-friendly recycled ﬁbre
ﬂat tool geometry
Innovative
ceramic grain

grinding angle
< 10°

no backing pad low-vibration
required

multilayer design

